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Abstract: The delivery of a super-oscillatory optical signal through a
medium with an absorbing resonance at the super-oscillation frequency is
considered theoretically and through simulations. While a regular signal
oscillating at the absorption resonance frequency would be completely
absorbed after a few absorption lengths, it is found that the superoscillation
undergoes quasi-periodic revivals over optically thick distances. In partic-
ular revivals of extreme UV local oscillations propagating through Silica
Glass over distances which are three orders of magnitude longer than the
associated absorbing length are numerically demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

Superoscillations were introduced in the context of weak quantum measurements [1,2]. A weak
quantum measurement can yield values much larger than the largest eigenvalue of the related
observable. Yet, upon ensemble averaging the mean result is identical to the mean of a regular
measurement. Superoscillation [3–5] is an interference phenomenon between the Fourier com-
ponents of a band-limited signal giving rise to local rapid (super-) oscillations which do not ap-
pear in the signal’s spectrum. Thus the superoscillation is not directly susceptible to operations
manifested on spectral components. This fact was used in optics to demonstrate a phenomenon
known as super-resolution without evanescent waves [6–10]. There, sub-diffraction superoscil-
latory features of a light beam were carried from the near to the far field by propagating modes.
In contrast, a sub-diffraction spatial Fourier component is evanescent.

In this work we consider the propagation of temporal optical signals having a superoscil-
lation at an absorbing resonance of the dielectric medium. Because the absorption only acts
on Fourier components, the superoscillation is not absorbed. Still, one can expect that disper-
sion acting on the same components would eventually destruct the interference leading to the
superoscillation. However, we show that as the signal propagates through the medium, the su-
peroscillation revives periodically or quasi-periodically. Thus, a superoscillatory signal could
be used to deliver fast oscillations to a target within or after a dielectric medium in highly
absorbed frequency bands. The superoscillation is thus super-transmitted through an opaque
medium. This in particular is relevant to extreme UV (EUV, ranging between 124nm to 10nm)
where typical absorption lengths are about 100um in air and 10nm to 100nm in solid dielectrics.
Such large absorption requires vacuum conditions and precludes the use of transmission opti-
cal elements. We assert that EUV superoscillations can be super-transmitted through a solid
dielectric thicker by orders of magnitude than the corresponding absorbing length.

In the following we first show how to construct a superoscillatory optical signal made of any
desired number of Fourier components. Then, a measure for deducing the degree to which a
signal is superoscillatory is devised. The crux of this work is the analysis of the propagation of
superoscillatory signals through a dispersive medium, predicting super-transmission by virtue
of ordered revivals of the superoscillation. Simulations follows in which an optical signal hav-
ing a superoscillation in the extreme UV, is propagated through Silica glass (SiO2). Ordered
revivals of the superoscillation are demonstrated over a length scale of 100μm.

2. Constructing a temporal optical superoscillatory signal

Berry and Popescu [3] devised a family of complex valued superoscillatory functions:

fso (t) = [cos(ω0t)+ iasin(ω0t)]N , a > 1, N ∈ Z+ (1)

Although the fastest Fourier component oscillates at frequency of Nω0, around t = 2πm/ω0

(for integer m) it super-oscillates at a faster frequency of aNω0. For example, around t = 0:

fso (t � π/ω0)≈ exp [N log(1+ iaω0t)]≈ exp(iaNω0t) (2)

The real part of Eq. (1) can serve as a physical superoscillatory signal. It can be represented
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with the following binomial expansion:

Re{ fso (t)} =
1

2N−1

N

∑
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ak
(

N
k

)
·φ (N,k, t), (3)
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N−k
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l=0

k
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m=0

C̃k,l,m · ei[2(l+m)−N]ω0t (4)

C̃k,l,m = (−1)m
(

N − k
l

)(
k
m

)
(5)

This expression allows us to construct a superoscillatory signal comprised from any desired
number M of Fourier modes. M is N/2 for even N or (N +1)/2 for odd N. For propagation in
a dielectric medium it is convenient to construct an analytic signal:

f (t) = Re{ fso (t)}+ iRe{ fso (t)}∗ (πt)−1 =
M

∑
m=1

Cm exp(iωmt)

where ∗ stands for convolution and ωm = mω0. The real valued Cm coefficients are derived
from Eq. (5)

Thus an optical superoscillatory signal can be constructed by superposing together several
narrow band frequency sources. The propagation of the signal in a dielectric medium is given
by:

f (z, t) = ∑
m

Cme−
1
2 α(ωm)zeiωmte−ikmz (6)

Where α(ωm) are the absorption coefficients, km = ωmn(ωm)/c are the modes’ wave vectors,
n(ωm) is the refractive index and c is the speed of light in vacuum. At any specific coordinate
z = z0 the signal can be expressed in a form containing an amplitude and a phase:

f (t) = A(t)exp

⎛
⎝i

t∫
0

ω (t)dt

⎞
⎠ (7)

ω (t) = Im

{
∂
∂ t

log( f (t))

}
(8)

3. The degree to which a signal is superoscillatory

Treating ω(t) as the local (instantaneous) frequency is justified only when A(t) is slowly vary-
ing [12, 13]. This is not always the case and so we need to characterize the local frequency in
a different manner. For this purpose we develop an adaptive version of the well known Gabor
transform [11] to calculate a time-frequency distribution of the signal:

F (t,ω) =

∞∫
−∞

f (τ)G(t,τ)exp(−iωτ)dτ (9)

G(t,τ) =
1√

2πσ(t)
exp

(
− (t − τ)2

2σ2 (t)

)
(10)

Our adaptive version uses a variable width σ(t) for the Gaussian window G(t,τ). Such a
dynamic window width allows the calculation of the local frequency for a superoscillatory
signal, where the dynamic range of the local frequency can become very large. The width
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function σ(t) is constructed numerically to match the local half-period of the signal (for further
details see Appendix A).

Using the distribution F(t,ω), the local frequency is derived as a mean conditional frequency
(In our numerics, if for some t0, F(t = t0,ω) is a multi-component signal [12], the integration
limits in Eq. (11) and the following Eq. 12 are modified to isolate the relevant component. See
further discussion in Appendix B):

Ω(t) =

∫
ω|F(t,ω)|dω∫ |F(t,ω)|dω

(11)

Ω(t) would be identical to ω(t) of Eq. (8) when A(t) is a constant of time [12].
Examples illustrating the usefulness of the above procedure to determine the local frequency

of different signals are presented in Appendix C. Another useful quantity is a distribution-
derived local amplitude:

ρ(t) =
∫

|F(t,ω)|dω. (12)

Now, at each location in the dispersive medium, we quantify the propagating signal as a
better superoscillatory function if the following characteristics are increased: the ratio between
the instants in which the function contains superoscillations to the temporal extent of the whole
function; the superoscillations local frequencies and local amplitudes. In general, there is a trade
off between these characteristics [14]. Still, we construct a measure that takes all of these into
account (For the measure, we use a scaled version of σ(t), see further discussion in Appendix
A):

M{ f (t)}=
∫

Ω(t)>ωmax
|ρ (t)| |Ω(t)|dt∫ +∞

−∞ |ρ (t)| |Ω(t)|dt
(13)

Here ωmax is the highest spectral (Fourier) component of the function f (t). For a function
which contains no superoscillations M = 0, while for an idealized (non realistic) function which
is always superoscillatory M = 1. M > 0 when there are local frequency components that exceed
ωmax.

4. The effects of propagation on the superoscillatory nature of the signal

When the propagating Fourier modes are far enough from any absorbing resonance, the major
concern would be the effect of dispersion on the phases of the modes (we treat absorption later).
Now, an important feature of the superoscillatory signal is as follows: if the same constant
phase φ is added to all of the modes, it is easy to show that close to t = 0 the real signal
would be cos(aNt −φ). Hence the signal is still superoscillatory as its highest local frequency
is maintained. Our simulations indicate that the measure M{ f (t)} is modulated by no more
than 15% and Ω(t) by no more than 10% when φ is varied (see detailed results in Appendix
D).

During propagation each mode is shifted by kmz. With no dispersion the phase shifts would
amount to a common time delay and the signal would stay superoscillatory. With dispersion
the superoscillation would be destroyed. However, the phases could realign to revive the super-
oscillation when either they are all equal or when they constitute a time delay of the signal up to
an added common phase. We consider such a case as a revival of the superoscillation. Formally
the condition for superoscillation revival at some location z is that the phases kmz would be
ordered on a straight line:

kmz mod 2π = [A(z)m+B(z)]mod 2π ; ∀m (14)
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where mod stands for the modulo operator. Here A(z)m constitutes a common time delay
while B(z) adds a common phase shift. For two modes this condition is trivially satisfied for
all z. A superoscillatory signal made of two modes would thus stay superoscillatory, regardless
of dispersion (while neglecting absorption). For three ordered modes m = p,q, l with p < q <
l it can be shown using a straightforward mathematical argument (see detailed derivation in
Appendix E) that the three modes would be ordered on a straight line at a frequency of

Δk = |kl − kp − l− p
q− p

(kq − kp)| (15)

In other words, every distance interval of Λ = 2π/Δk the signal would be superoscillatory
(for the case of no dispersion: Δk = 0 and the signal is always superoscillatory). This is a major
result of this work. Despite dispersion and the delicate nature of a superoscillatory signal, if it
is carried by three modes - the superoscillation would revive in an exact periodic manner.

Another important question is - how long the superoscillation would persist at each revival.
Superoscillation is a sensitive interference effect because the relevant time scale concerning
phase shifts is the period of the local superoscillation. As a worst case estimate, the superoscil-
lation would be destroyed when the deviation from condition Eq. (14) is translated to a relative
time shift which is half the period of the superoscillation. For a superoscillation made of two
modes this would never happen. For three modes it would happen after propagating a distance
of (see Appendix F for derivation):

lc =
π
Δk

· m
aN

, (16)

where Δk is given by Eq. (15), m is the highest mode number and a and N were defined
in Eq. (1). In essence lc is the coherence length of the superoscillation. Note that a revival
would persist for twice this value (accounting for first building the superoscillation and then for
destroying it).

For a superoscillatory signal constructed by M > 3 modes - the modes can be ordered
m1 < m2 < ... < mM and M − 2 groups of three modes can be constructed: m1,m2,ml with
ml ∈ {m3,m4, ..mM}. For these groups, M−2 periodicities Λm can be calculated (with Eq.15).
Then a perfect revival would occur when a set of M − 2 integers pl are found to satisfy:
z(p1, p2, .., pM−2) = p1Λ1 = p2Λ2 = ... = pM−2ΛM−2 where z is a coordinate function. Gen-
erally the periodicities Λl would be incommensurate and so this last condition can only be
approximated (although locations can be found where the approximation can be made with an
arbitrarily small error). Still, as long as the inaccuracy in this condition is within the coherence
length of the superoscillation - the superoscillation would revive (while the coherence length
is now taken as the minimum of M − 2 coherence lengths of the above mentioned groups of
ordered three modes).

To complete the picture we need to consider when the absorption in the medium would
destroy the superoscillation. Here, considering the different amplitudes of the Fourier modes it
is important to keep their ratio. We also note that at z = 0 the amplitude of the superoscillation
is 1 while the amplitudes of the other modes are Cn (scaling by a common amplitude would
not change the following result). If all the amplitudes were decaying at the same rate than the
superoscillation would have survived while decaying at the same rate. For different decay rates,
we develop a rough estimate for the survival of the superoscillation. We require that the decay
of each mode with its own decay rate relative to its decaying with another mode’s decay rate
would be smaller than the superoscillation decay:

max
m

{|Cne−αnz/2 −Cne−αmz/2|}< e−αnz/2 (17)

In this case, if all the modes satisfy αnz � 1 then the superoscillation would persist as long
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as:

z < min
nm

{
2

Cn|αn −αm|
}

(18)

5. Propagation simulation through Silica glass of an optical signal superoscillating at the
extreme UV

For simulations it is important to consider the required accuracy at which we need to know the
indices of refraction of the Fourier modes. Here a conservative estimation would require that
the phase shift acquired by the error in the index of refraction ne over the whole propagation
length L, for all of the modes, needs to be smaller than π/aN. In this case we require that
ne <

λ0
2aNL where λ0 = 2πc/ω0.

For the purpose of the simulation we chose the fundamental frequency to be ω0 = 1.5849×
1015 rad

s (corresponding to a wavelength of λ0 = 1189.32nm). The parameters a and N of the
superoscillatory signal were chosen to be a = 2 and N = 5. According to Eq. (5), this means
there are three Fourier components oscillating at frequencies: ω0,3ω0,5ω0 (corresponding to
wavelengths of λ0 = 1189.32nm, λ0/3 = 396.44nm and λ0/5 = 237.86nm respectively) with
three corresponding amplitudes: C1 = 90/16, C3 = −195/16 and C5 = 121/16. The signal’s
highest local frequency is the superoscillation’s frequency - 10ω0 corresponding to an extreme
UV wavelength of λ0/10 = 118.93nm which is located at the absorption resonance of Silica
glass (SiO2) where the absorbing length is only α−1(λ0/10) = 47nm [15,16]. In the simulation,
the spectral width of each mode was chosen to be a practical value of 1GHz, which is roughly
equivalent to a pulse width of 1ns. The spectral modes were numerically propagated in the
medium using interpolated values for the index of refraction and for the absorption coefficients
taken from tabulated data [15, 16]. Here, the whole signal was propagated over a distance of
L = 120μm for which the error in the refraction index needs to be smaller than ∼ 5×10−4, so
we require to have four significant digits after the decimal point for the indices of refraction.
The refraction and absorption coefficients for the Fourier components are: n1 = 1.4482,n2 =
1.4713,n3 = 1.5155 and α1 = 0.636 1

m , α2 = 2.862 1
m , α3 = 975.3 1

m respectively [15, 16].
In addition, according to Eq. (18) the amplitudes decay would destroy the superoscillation

completely after 676μm (our simulations indicate a shorter distance of ∼ 500μm, see Appendix
G). So for propagating up to 120um, the effect of absorption is very small.

The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 1 where the evolution of the local frequency
Ω(t) and the measure M{ f (t)} are calculated. The signal is plotted at z = 0, at a location where
the superoscillation is destroyed and at the location of the final revival. The periodic pattern
of the revivals of the superoscillation is evident from the evolution of the measure indicating
super-transmission of the superoscillation. Equation (15) predicts a revival periodicity of 6um
in agreement with the simulation. The width of each revival matches well our prediction of
2lc = 1.2μm made with Eq. (16). This value by itself is an order of magnitude longer than the
absorbing length for the superoscillation frequency. It is important to note that a high value for
the maximum local frequency does not guarantee by itself that the signal is a good superoscill-
tory signal, that is - have a high value of the measure. This can be seen at the vicinity of each
revival location through the rather erratic evolution of the highest local frequency. This is rem-
iniscent of superoscillations found in random signals [17] compared to specifically designed
superoscillatory signals.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of a superoscillatory signal propagating in SiO2 as a function of coordi-
nate. (a) The measure M{f(t)} as a function of propagation. (b)-(d) A few instances of the
signal along the propagation direction: superoscillatory at z= 0, with no superoscilations at
z = 69μm and superoscillatory at the location of the final revival z = 120μm, respectively.
(e) Evolution of the highest value of the local frequency Ω(t). The red dashed lines de-
note the periodic locations of the superoscillation revivals. The green dashed line denotes a
location where the signal is not superoscillatory.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

To summarize, using an optical superoscillatory signal, rapid local oscillations, even if located
spectrally at an absorption resonance of a given medium, can be super-transmitted through that
medium over macroscopic length scales, much longer than the absorption length. This is made
possible due to ordered revivals of the superoscillation along the propagation coordinate. We
numerically demonstrated delivery of extreme UV oscillations at local wavelength of ∼ 120nm
through 120μm of Silica glass which is three orders of magnitude longer than the associated ab-
sorption length for a spectral component at this wavelength (∼ 50nm). To actively determine the
locations at which the superoscillation is manifested the phases and amplitudes of the Fourier
modes of the signal injected to the medium need to be controlled. On the other hand, this sug-
gests that the sensitivity of a superoscillatory signal to the phases of its Fourier components
can be used as a probe for the dispersion properties of a given material. As the phenomenon we
present here is not intuitive - one can ask if there is some fault in describing the interaction of
the medium with the light field by its spectral response. As long as the description is consistent
(e.g. not violating any physical principle like causality) we must accept its validity. Further, one
might ask how is it possible that locally the signal can oscillate very fast yet the medium does
not respond to it and absorbs these superoscillations. The answer lies with the fact that response
of the medium depends not only on the instantaneous value of the electric field but also on its
previous values, which is a direct consequence of dispersion. This explains why the response
can be different for a regular signal that would be absorbed compared with a superoscillation.
Furthermore, if the superoscillation would have been absorbed, while the Fourier modes of
which the signal is made of were not absorbed, energy conservation would have been violated.
An important question is how well can the superoscillation be utilized for measurements and
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for interaction with a detector. For this, it is important to realize when considering a superoscil-
lation that even though there is no energy in the associated Fourier component, still power and
energy can be delivered at the time of the superoscillation as the associated Poynting vector is
not zero at these times. This is in accordance with the spatial case which enabled the use of
spatial superoscillations in microscopy [9]. The force exerted by the fields at the superoscilla-
tion is naturally much smaller than the force exerted at times around the superoscillation, but
this should be compared with the alternative of generating high frequency oscillations through
multi-photon frequency conversion which is also characterized by a small ratio between the
amplitudes of the generated and generating fields. It is important to note that the superoscilla-
tion can still be “projected” into an actual Fourier component when a nonlinear interaction is
involved. This happens when the interval at which the superoscillation exists is cut from the
rest of the signal. For a spatial superoscillation [18] this can be done by projecting the function
through a slit [19] or a mask [20]. For a temporal superoscillation this can be manifested with
frequency mixing with a gate pulse. Such a nonlinear projection would be useful for measuring
or utilizing the rapid oscillation and is especially suited for superoscillatory signals having sev-
eral consecutive fast oscillations. For this we note that the numerical example we gave used a
signal with superoscillations that are comprised of a single fast oscillation at each period of the
signal while superoscillatory signals can be constructed in ways to optimize their yield [21] -
creating superoscillations with several consecutive fast oscillations. Our results are general and
should apply to any such signal.

7. Appendix A: Constructing the local width function σ(t) for the adaptive Gabor trans-
form

For our adaptive Gabor transform operating on the function f (t) we use the following pro-
cedure to construct σ(t): we define half an oscillation of the function f (t) as a section
between two consecutive extremum points. The set of all extremum points {(tn, f (tn))} is
found. Finally, σ(t) is constructed by a spline interpolation of the set of points {(xn,yn)} =
{((tn + tn+1)/2, tn+1 − tn)} and scaled with a width factor σ0. This procedure creates a local
width function that matches the local half-period of the signal. σ(t) is then used in the window

function: G(t,τ) = 1√
2πσ(t)

exp
(
− (t−τ)2

2σ2(t)

)
. After the width function is determined according to

the signal, the scaling factor fine tunes the window’s width around the superoscillatory feature.
In our propagation simulations, fine tuning the window’s width changes the visibility of the
measure M{ f (t)} and of the local frequency Ω(t) independently. With a scaling of σ0 = 1 we
achieve optimal measure visibility, while with a scaling of σ0 = 0.5 we achieve optimal local
frequency visibility as well as an optimal matching between Ω(t) and the analytic expression
ω(t) for signals with a slowly varying envelope. As such, unless otherwise stated, σ0 = 1 is
used when calculating the measure and σ0 = 0.5 is used when calculating Ω(t) independently.

Figure 2 demonstrates in stages how the dynamic width function is calculated for a super-
oscillatory signal.
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Fig. 2. Construction of the dynamical window function for an adaptive Gabor trans-
form. (a) The set of all extremum points {(tn, f (tn))} is found for the superoscillatory
function fso(t). (b) σ(t) is constructed by a spline interpolation of the set of points
{(xn,yn)} = {((tn + tn+1)/2, tn+1 − tn)}. (c) The window function G(t,τ) is shown for
a few representative delay values τ .

8. Appendix B: Taking into account multi-component signals

When calculating the local frequency and local amplitude through the time-frequency distribu-
tion F(t,ω) at a given t = t0, the distribution might represent a multi-component spectrum.
Such a spectrum contains several well defined spectral features. A trivial example for a multi-
component signal is the superposition of two signals oscillating at different carrier frequencies.
During the analysis of the distribution at some time instants the local oscillation reside on
a pedestal. The local spectrum then exhibit the oscillation component together with a zero-
frequency (DC) component. As we do not want the DC component to contribute to the calcu-
lation of the local frequency and to the associated local amplitude (at this local frequency) we
filter the DC component by restricting the limits of the integrals defining Ω(t) and ρ(t) (Eq.12
and Eq.13 in the main text, respectively).

In this case we can write that Ω(t) =

ω2∫
ω1

ω|F(t,ω)|dω

ω2∫
ω1

|F(t,ω)|dω
and ρ(t) =

ω2∫
ω1

|F(t,ω)|dω .

The integral limits ω1 and ω2 which isolate the relevant spectral component are set by the
extremum points to either side of the component. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 showing a function,
its time-frequency distributions at a specific instant exhibiting fast oscillations and the limits for
isolating the highest spectral component.
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Fig. 3. Treating time-frequency distributions with local multi-component spectra. (a) Super-
oscillatory signal (continuous line) fso(t) with the window function (dashed line) centred
on a superoscillation. (b) Local spectrum at the superoscillation. The limits defining the
relevant spectral component are marked with ω1 and ω2.

9. Appendix C: Local frequency calculation example

Fig. 4 shows a local frequency calculation example of four different functions: a cosine, a
chirped frequency function, a superoscillatory function with a slowly varying amplitude and a
superoscillatory function with a rapidly varying amplitude. The figure contains for each func-
tion its time-frequency distribution, analytically calculated local frequency ω(t) (Eq. 8 in the
main text), the distribution-derived local frequency Ω(t) and its spectrum. The superoscillatory
functions contain local oscillations that do not appear in their spectra. It is evident that although
the analytically derived local frequency fails to detect the superoscillation for the function with
the fast evolving amplitude, the adaptive time-frequency distribution detects it.
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Fig. 4. Using the adaptive Gabor transform to analyze the local frequency of four func-
tions: (a) a cosine cos(5t) (b) a chirped function cos(t2) (c) a superoscillatory function
with a slowly varying amplitude created with a = 2 and N = 5 parameters (d) a superoscil-
latory function with rapidly varying amplitude created using the following three mode’s
amplitudes: A(ω1 = 1) = 0.014, A(3ω1) = −0.311, A(5ω1) = −0.219. For each function
f (t): F(t,ω) is the time-frequency distribution, ω(t) is the analytically derived local fre-
quency, Ω(t) is the distribution-derived local frequency and f (ω) is its Fourier transform.
For visibility, the distributions F(t,ω) are graphically normalized for each time value. The
calculated Ω(t) are traced in a dashed white line over the distribution.

10. Appendix D: Evaluation of the super-oscillation’s measure as a function of a common
phase added to all modes

For a set of modes having the corresponding frequencies {m1ω0,m2ω0,m3ω0, ...}, where
{m1,m2,m3, ...} ∈ N, the complete wave equation of the super-oscillatory signal can be de-
scribed as follows:

f (z, t) = ∑
m

Am exp(imω0t − iφm (z)), m ∈ {m1,m2,m3, ...} (19)

If there exists a distance zc where all φm (zc) become a common phase φc:

f (zc, t) = ∑
m

Am exp(imω0t − iφc) = exp(−iφc)∑
m

Am exp(imω0t) (20)

The super-oscillatory section will remain intact only to be phase shifted by the common phase
− cos(aNt − φc). Fig. 5 demonstrates that our numerical method produces a roughly steady
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value of the measure M{ f (t)} and maximum local frequency max
t
{Ω(t)} as a function of φc.

The reason for the observed oscillations in the value of the measure and of the maximum local
frequency is that when φc is varied the instantaneous frequency and amplitude remain con-
stant only for very short time scales. In addition the superoscillation effective time duration is
changing. These would change in turn any value which depends on finite time windowing.
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Fig. 5. The superoscillation measure M(φc) and the maximum local frequency Ω(φc) as a
function of the common phase φc for a superoscillatory function with modes’ amplitudes
of A(ω1 = 1) = 90/16, A(3ω1) =−195/16 and A(5ω1) = 121/16.
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11. Appendix E: Derivation of the super-oscillation’s revival periodicity

The case where φm (z) is common for all modes and the super-oscillation is maintained was
treated in the section above. A more general case is where the modes’s phases are collinear
with respect to each other: all are ordered on a straight line in modulo 2π space. The slope α
of this line represents a linear spectral phase which translates to a time delay. The intersection
of this line with the phase axis is the common phase φc added to all modes - which leaves the
function superoscillatory. So, we look to find a set of locations {zcl} where the evolved phases
of the modes of the superoscillatory function would be ordered on a straight line in modulo 2π
space. The slope and common phase would be in general a function of location.

Formally for the m modes:

Am exp(imω0t − ik0mnmz) = Am exp(imω0t)exp(−iφm (z))

∃zcl ,∀m : φm (zcl)mod 2π = [φc(zcl)+α (zcl)m] mod 2π
(21)

To find the locations where condition Eq. (21) is fulfilled, we explicitly express the modulo
operation of each phase:

φm = kmz = k0mnmz , m ∈ N

μm = mod (φm,2π) = φm −2π
⌊

φm

2π

⌋
= φm −2πIm , Im ∈ N

(22)

where 
x� is the floor function. Now the collinear condition can be recast as:

α =
μmi −μmj

mi −mj
=

μmk −μmj

mk −mj
= ...

∀{mi,mj,mk
∣∣ i �= j �= k

} (23)

For three modes we need only equate two of the slopes expressions. In this case we substitute
Eq. (22) in Eq. (23) to find:

μmi −μmj = φmi −φmj +2π
(
Imj − Imi

)
= Δφmi,mj +2πImj ,mi

α =
Δφmi,mj +2πImj ,mi

mi −mj
=

Δφmk,mj +2πImj ,mk

mk −mj

(24)

Writing the phases with their explicit dependence on the coordinate z we get:

k0

(
minmi−mjnm j

)
mi−mj

z+
2πIm j ,mi
mi−mj

=
k0

(
mknmk−mjnm j

)
mk−mj

z+
2πIm j ,mk
mk−mj

(25)

We need to note that the Imj ,mi and Imj ,mk terms are themselves a function of coordinate, and so
the last equation embeds the set of all possible solutions - each z solution matches to specific
Imj ,mi and Imj ,mk integers.

For the lowest possible (fundamental) zcl we choose (Imj ,mi = 0, Imj ,mk = 1) and order the
modes mj < mi < mk (The ordering of the modes is chosen to yield the largest possible |Δk|.
The ratio of rates for different mode ordering is of the form (mk −mj)/(mi −mj)). This yields:

zcl =
2π
k0

[(
mk −mj

mi −mj

)(
minmi −mjnmj

)− (mknmk −mjnmj

)]≡ 2π
Δk

(26)

Here Δk is the rate at which the solutions zcl appear. In other words - it is the rate of revivals of
the superoscillation.
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An alternative derivation of the rate Δk is geometrical. It is shown in Fig. 6. In this figure
the modes’ phases are shown as a function of mode number for a specific value of z. A line is
connecting two of the modes. Because of dispersion the rate of progress of the third mode kl is
different than the rate of progress of the point in the line just above this mode and eventually
they would intersect. The difference in these rates of progress is also a rate - the rate at which
all the modes would realign, that is: Δk (excluding z in Δkz).

Fig. 6. Geometrical method to calculate the superoscillations revival. When all the modes
are aligned the superoscillation is revived. The lowest two modes define a reference line.
The distance between the phase of the third mode and the point in the line above the mode
defines the rate at which this phase would intersect the line.

Using Eq. (26) zcl turns out to be 6μm in accordance with our simulations:

k0 =
ω0

c
=

1.5849×1015

2.99792×108 = 5.2867×106
[

1
m

]

m = {1,3,5} ; nm = {1.4482,1.4713,1.5155}
zcl ≈ 6μm

(27)
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12. Appendix F: Derivation of the allowed phase shift to maintain a superoscillatory
signal

Given a superoscillatory signal made of several time oscillating signals we assume that a time
shift of any of the modes by half the period of the superoscillation would jeopardize the super-
oscillatory behavior. The superoscillation local angular frequency is aNω0 and so the allowed
time shift is π/(aNω0). Let us denote for mode m the phase shift out of condition Eq. (21) by
Δφm while φ̃m(z) is an evolution phase shift that keeps mode m at exactly condition Eq. (21).
In this case we can write: φm = ωmt − φ̃m(z)−Δφm = ωm (t −Δφm/ωm)− φ̃m(z). Requiring
Δφ/ωm < π/(aNω0) we get Δφm < mπ/(aN). For three modes we know that the rate at which
the modes get unaligned is Δk and so Δφm = Δkz while according to the discussion in the pre-
vious section, m needs to be taken as the highest mode number (see Fig. 6 - Δkz is taken as
the phase shift between the condition of all modes aligned and the phase of the highest mode).
The conclusion is that the superoscillation would persist as long as Δkz ≤ max{m}π/(aN). We
denote z at this location as the coherence length lc. For a superoscillation made of more than
three modes, the minimum of the possible Δkz values should be taken.

13. Appendix G: The effect of decay on a the super-oscillation’s measure and maximum
local frequency

In absorptive media the signal’s mode amplitudes are decaying, each in its own decay factor
determined by the properties of the medium. Here we isolate the influence of absorption only
while neglecting dispersion. We used the same simulation as in the main text with the same
superoscillatory signal, propagating in SiO2 while “turning-off” the dispersion and running it
to longer propagation lengths. The results are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that only around 450μm
the difference in the absorption coefficients would destroy the superoscillation.
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Fig. 7. Effect of absorption on the the superoscillation. The superoscillatory function from
the main text is propagated numerically in SiO2 while dispersion is turned off. The su-
peroscillation measure M and the maximum local frequency max

t
{Ω(t,z)} are shown as a

function of propagation. The width scale factor that was used for both the measure and the
maximum local frequency is σ0 = 1.
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